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Case Summaries on Criminal Procedure 2018-12-25

this is a case book with summaries and excerpts of u s supreme court decisions on criminal procedure

High Court Case Summaries on Constitutional Law, Keyed to Chemerinsky, 4th 2014-03-03

high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers
to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the
broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory
graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Evidence Keyed to Mueller 2016-01-29

provides extensive analysis of cases in the mueller casebook included in the case analyses are the case procedural basis fact issues decision and rationale and analysis additional quick memory aids include headnotes instant facts black letter
rules case vocabulary and graphics each chapter begins with an introduction of its concepts presented in simple terms and an alphabetical table of cases is provided

High Court Case Summaries on Evidence, Keyed to Mueller, 7th 2012-02-01

provides extensive analysis of cases in the mueller casebook included in the case analyses are the case procedural basis fact issues decision and rationale and analysis additional quick memory aids include headnotes instant facts black letter
rules case vocabulary and graphics each chapter begins with an introduction of its concepts presented in simple terms and an alphabetical table of cases is provided

High Court Case Summaries on Constitutional Law 2011-03-01

sullivan s high court case summaries on constitutional law 17th contain well prepared briefs for each major case in this casebook high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear
concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are
followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which
defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the
case

High Court Case Summaries on Criminal Law, Keyed to Kaplan, 7th 2013-07-03

this product contains well prepared briefs for each major case in kaplan s casebook on criminal law high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise manner these briefs will help
readers to identify understand and absorb the key points from each case these briefs are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts in the
casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases

High Court Case Summaries on Criminal Procedure, Keyed to Dressler, 4th 2010-09

dressler s high court case summaries on criminal procedure contains well prepared briefs for each major case in this casebook high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise
manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are followed by
a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which defines new or
unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Criminal Procedure 2007-06-30

saltzburg s high court case summaries on criminal procedure 8th contain well prepared briefs for each major case in this casebook high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear
concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are
followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which



defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the
case

High Court Case Summaries on Health Law 2006-08-21

funk s high court case summaries on administrative law 5th contains well prepared briefs for each major case in funk s casebook on administrative law high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each
case in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these
briefs are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary
which defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law
of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Administrative Law 2015

this product contains well prepared briefs for each major case in subrin s casebook on civil procedure high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise manner these briefs will
help readers to identify understand and absorb the key points from each case the briefs are followed by a legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts in the
casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases

High Court Case Summaries on Civil Procedure - Keyed to Subrin 2018-06-25

bauman s high court case summaries on corporations 5th contain well prepared briefs for each major case in bauman s casebook on corporations high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case
in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs
are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which
defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the
case

High Courttrade; Case Summaries on Corporations-Keyed to Bauman 2006

franklin s high court case summaries on tort law 9th contain well prepared briefs for each major case in franklin s casebook on tort law high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a
clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are
followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which
defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the
case

High Court Case Summaries on Torts, Keyed to Franklin, 9th 2012-01-31

softbound new softbound print book

High Court Case Summaries on Constitutional Law (Keyed to Chemerinsky) 2018-01-26

softbound new softbound print book

High Court Case Summaries on Torts (Keyed to Dobbs, Hayden, and Bublick) 2018

dobbs high court case summaries on tort law 5th edition contain well prepared briefs for each major case in dobbs casebook on tort law high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a
clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are
followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which
defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the



case

High Court Case Summaries on Torts, Keyed to Dobbs, 5th 2005-01-01

hamilton�e tm s high court case summaries on corporations 11th contain well prepared briefs for each major case in this casebook high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear
concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core �eoetake away�e knowledge from each case moreover these briefs
are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which
defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader�e tm s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law
of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Torts 2000-01

freer s high court case summaries on civil procedure 3rd edition contain well prepared briefs for each major case in freer s casebook on civil procedure high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each
case in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these
briefs are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary
which defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law
of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Corporations, Keyed to Hamilton, 11th 2011-05

case briefs keyed to the casebook mueller on evidence 5th law students cannot afford to waste a minute of their time that s why you need high court case summaries you ll find that with high court you not only save time but also have the
competitive edge with our exclusive features high court case summaries provide the best written and most comprehensive student briefs available with the most thorough analysis simply stated you cannot get better briefs of the cases in your
casebook anywhere major and minor cases briefed every concurrence and dissent briefed memory graphic an entertaining picture of the facts helps you remember the case at a glance case vocabulary every new or unusual legal latin or english word
found in the principal case is defined one case per page format perforated pages three hole punched

High Court Case Summaries 2005-01-01

this title contains briefs for each major case in klein s casebook on business associations the briefs present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the
insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core knowledge from each case they are followed by a useful legal analysis the book also supplies case vocabulary and a corresponding
memory graphic for each brief providing a visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Evidence 2005-07-01

high court case summaries on constitutional law 19th contains well prepared briefs for each major case in sullivan s casebook on constitutional law high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for
each case in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover
these briefs are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case
vocabulary which defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant
facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Business Associations, Keyed to Klein, 8th 2013-03-07

this edition contains well prepared briefs for each major case in dobbs s casebook on tort law high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can
never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are followed by a useful legal analysis which
provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which defines new or unusual legal words found
throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the case



High Court Cases Summaries on Constitutional Law (Keyed to Sullivan) 2017

high court case summaries on civil procedure 8th contains well prepared briefs for each major case in yeazell s casebook on civil procedure high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a
clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are
followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which
defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the
case

High Court Case Summaries on Torts, Keyed to Dobbs 2014-10-17

high court case summaries on constitutional law contains well prepared briefs for each major case in choper s casebook high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise manner
while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are followed by a
useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which defines new or
unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Civil Procedure 2013-11-22

friedenthal s high court case summaries on civil procedure 9th edition contain well prepared briefs for each major case in friedenthal s casebook on civil procedure high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and
rationale for each case in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each
case moreover these briefs are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also
supplies case vocabulary which defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of
the relevant facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Constitutional Law, Keyed to Choper 2016-05

eisenberg s high court case summaries on corporations 10th contain well prepared briefs for each major case in eisenberg s casebook on corporations high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each
case in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these
briefs are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary
which defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts

High Court Case Summaries 2006

high court case summaries on constitutional law 18th contains well prepared briefs for each major case in sullivan s casebook on constitutional law high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for
each case in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover
these briefs are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case
vocabulary which defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant
facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Corporations, Keyed to Eisenberg, 10th 2012-08-29

ayres high court case summaries on contracts 8th contains well prepared briefs for each major case in ayres casebook on contracts high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear
concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are
followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which
defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the
case



High Court Case Summaries, Constitutional Law (Keyed to Sullivan18th) 2014-11-26

bauman s high court case summaries on corporations contains well prepared briefs for each major case in this casebook high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise manner
while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are followed by a
useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which defines new or
unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Contracts, Keyed to Ayres 2014-01-17

high court case summaries on evidence contains well prepared briefs for each major case in fisher s casebook on evidence 2nd high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise
manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are followed by
a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which defines new or
unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries, Corporations 2015-01-23

this title contains briefs for each major case in dressler s casebook on criminal law 5th the briefs present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the
insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core knowledge from each case they are followed by a useful legal analysis the book also supplies case vocabulary and a corresponding
memory graphic for each brief providing a visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Evidence, Keyed to Fisher, 2D 2009-07-31

high court case summaries on torts contains well prepared briefs for each major case in epstein s casebook on torts high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise manner
while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are followed by a
useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which defines new or
unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries on Criminal Law, Keyed to Dressler 2010-07

this book presents comprehensive summaries and clearly focused analyses of virtually all u s supreme court decisions on libel and privacy since 1964 the author goes beyond the obligatory outline and review of each case and presents the full
arguments often verbatim of the justices he presents each case in a broad based yet comprehensive summary allowing the reader to review and understand not just isolated and disjunctive points of law but the case in its entirety covering such
cases as the landmark times v sullivan 1964 and the provocative and timely flag burning case of texas v johnson 1989 this book is ideal for students of journalism especially as a reference for courses in media law anyone interested in privacy and
first amendment issues will find the supreme court and the mass media a source of stimulating ideas the case summaries are divided into six sections historical background and legal context immediate circumstances narrative summary of the court s
opinion ruling narrative summary of concurring and dissenting opinions significance of the case the book places each case in its historical and legal context often connecting particular issues to past and future decisions more often than not the
summaries of the decisions include the court s own words allowing the reader an objective review

High Court Case Summaries - Torts 2014-04-21

case briefs keyed to dressler on criminal procedure 2d law students cannot afford to waste a minute of their time that s why you need high court case summaries you ll find that with high court you not only save time but also have the
competitive edge with our exclusive features high court case summaries provide the best written and most comprehensive student briefs available with the most thorough analysis simply stated you cannot get better briefs of the cases in your
casebook anywhere major and minor cases briefed every concurrence and dissent briefed memory graphic an entertaining picture of the facts helps you remember the case at a glance case vocabulary every new or unusual legal latin or english word
found in the principal case is defined one case per page format perforated pages three hole punched

The Supreme Court and the Mass Media 1990-07-30

kaplan s high court case summaries on criminal law 5th contain well prepared briefs for each major case in kaplan s casebook on criminal law high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a
clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are



followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which
defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the
case

Dressler 2005

klein s high court case summaries on business associations 6th contain well prepared briefs for each major case in this casebook high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in a clear concise
manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs are followed by
a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which defines new or
unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries 2005

yeazell s high court case summaries on civil procedure 6th edition contain well prepared briefs for each major case in yeazell s casebook on civil procedure high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for
each case in a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover
these briefs are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case
vocabulary which defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant
facts or law of the case

High Court Case Summaries 2007

dawson s high court case summaries on contracts 10th contains well prepared briefs for each major case in dawson s casebook on contracts high court briefs are written to present the essential facts issue decision and rationale for each case in
a clear concise manner while prepared briefs can never substitute for the insight gained by actually reading a case these briefs will help readers to identify understand and absorb the core take away knowledge from each case moreover these briefs
are followed by a useful legal analysis which provides extra tips and contextual background about each case connecting the case to the broader concepts being developed throughout the casebook this book also supplies case vocabulary which
defines new or unusual legal words found throughout the cases finally to enhance the reader s recall there is a corresponding memory graphic for each brief that portrays an entertaining visual representation of the relevant facts or law

High Court Case Summaries 2005

High Court Case Summaries on Contracts 2013-10

Constitutional Law 2020
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